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 Having gotten the message he wanted, Su Zhi Fei then said to Su Zhiyu, "Zhiyu, you must be tired too, 

so get some rest early, let's discuss anything tomorrow!" 

Su Zhiyu nodded, "Okay, brother." 

Su Zhi Fei stood up and said, "Alright, I'll go back to my room to rest." 

Su Zhiyu sent Su Zhifei to the door, then went back to bed, his mind still thinking of Ye Chen's 

appearance, his whole body had completely fallen into it. 

And at this moment, Su Zhi Fei anxiously returned to his room, the first thing he did was hurry to send a 

voice message to his grandfather Su Chengfeng: "Grandfather, I asked Zhi fish, this time save her and my 

mother, is indeed the Chinese who saved us both in Japan ...... " 

After listening to this voice message, Su Chengfeng, who was already sleepless and sitting alone in his 

study drinking tea, sat down in his chair, unable to move for half a day. 

He muttered under his breath, "How could such a strong person be an enemy of the Su family? Could it 

...... be because I have offended him with what I did to Du Haiqing? But what does this have to do with 

Shou De and Shou Dao? Why did they have to be kidnapped?" 

"That guy saved Zhiyu twice, so he must have a great relationship with her. If Zhiyu is angry with me 

because of her mother, then this mysterious expert will definitely be used by her in the future and will 

definitely work against me ah ......" 

"Moreover, even if the He family is willing to cooperate with me again, I'm afraid it will only be a drop in 

the bucket. This person's ...... 

The strength is unimaginably strong, how can the He family be a match for him?" 

At this thought, Su Chengfeng was even more frightened deep inside. 

He even thought, "Why don't I just take the initiative to apologise to Zhiyu and her mother, if I can make 

Zhiyu ease her hatred towards me, maybe I can make a difference ......" 

But on second thought, "No ...... this doesn't seem right!" 

"Even if Zhiyu has hatred for me, she has no reason to hate her own father! Her own father was sent to 

Australia by me and was not involved in the car accident against her mother, she had no reason to let 

that expert do it to her father, not to mention that her second uncle had nothing to do with it, but even 

so, both of them disappeared one after another, so it couldn't have been at the behest of Zhiyu ......" 

"In this way, the whole thing seems to be different from what I thought before, this mysterious expert, 

should not act entirely according to Su Zhiyu's good or bad, he should act according to his own good or 

bad as a guideline ......" 

"Since he is using his own good and evil as his guideline, he must be targeting the Su family, targeting 

Shou De and Lao Er because of his own reasons ......" 



"Then the question arises again, when has my Su family ever offended him?" 

Su Chengfeng's entire person was on the verge of becoming psychotic, never being able to understand 

what was fishy behind this. 

Right now, he only felt that his entire being was extremely insecure. 

After all, the other party was an existence that was able to take out several top ninjas with his own 

hands, really if ...... 

If they came to the door, the Su family's current defense capability would not be able to withstand it! 

Thinking of this, he hurriedly called Su Anshun, and as soon as the call came through, he asked out of the 

blue, "Anshun, where have you arrived?!" 

It was a bit noisy on Su Anshun's end, and the sound of the helicopter engines roaring was loud. I'm 

heading for Desert City, I still have about a hundred kilometres to go, I'll be there in half an hour!" 

Su Chengfeng hurriedly said, "Anshun, remember this, no matter what, you must invite the He family 

over, even if it doubles the two billion dollars, no matter what, make sure they move their family to 

Suhang in the fastest time possible!" 

Su Anshun was shocked, "Master, is something wrong?" 

Su Chengfeng blurted out, "Don't ask so many questions yet, remember what I said, it's best for them to 

leave early tomorrow morning, I'll send a big plane to pick them up then!" 

"Good!" Su Anshun felt that the situation seemed a bit urgent and hurriedly replied, "Then I will try to 

convince He Hongsheng tonight!" 

...... 

Half an hour later. 

The quietness of Desert City late at night was broken by a helicopter flying low and fast. 

This helicopter whistled past and headed straight for the He family compound. 
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 At this moment, He Hongsheng, clad in a thin jacket, was standing in the courtyard waiting. 

Su Anshun had called him before he got off the plane and transferred to the helicopter. 

Originally He Hongsheng did not want to see Su's family at all, even if it was just Su's housekeeper. 

However, when Su Anshun said that he was sent by Master Su, he did not look at the face of the 

Buddha, so He Hongsheng was a bit unsure. 



He knew very well in his heart that although the He family was a martial arts family and naturally good 

at fighting and killing, it was nothing in front of a big family like the Su family. 

Since ancient times, martial arts masters had always served the rich, so who would dare to mess with 

the rich, except for the young and fledgling? 

Especially for a martial arts family like the He family, which has a foundation of several hundred years, 

they wouldn't dare to offend the powerful, otherwise if they really pissed off the other party, they could 

destroy the He family's foundation of several hundred years with a hook. 

Therefore, He Hongsheng also felt that, no matter what, Su Anshun came over on behalf of Elder Su, he 

could not directly refute his face, or at least do a good job on the surface. 

Together with He Hongsheng was the eldest son of the He family, He Yingquan, who is the elder brother 

of He Yingxiu and the mainstay of the next generation of the He family. 

...... 

When he saw the helicopter slowly landing, He Hongsheng's expression was more or less grave, thinking 

that he would have to make a show of being polite to the Su family who had murdered his 

granddaughter, he felt a bit uneasy in his heart. 

It was He Yingquan who spoke up before the plane landed and reminded him, "Dad, when you meet Su 

Anshun, you must control your emotions and not get angry with him!" 

Hearing this, He Hongsheng felt a bit uncomfortable in his heart. 

In fact, he also knew that he could not get angry with Su Anshun. 

But when his eldest son said so, it made him feel a bit angry again. 

But he knew very well that even if he could hold his anger, he could not turn his back on Su Anshun, so 

this made it even more difficult for him. 

He Yingquan had long guessed the purpose of Su Anshun's trip. 

If the Su family was looking for the He family, and if they were in such a hurry, there was only one thing: 

they needed the He family for something. 

In fact, there was nothing else the He family could do. 

If the He family is a shop, then this ...... 

The shop actually has just one item. 

To put it mildly, it was also very much like a street vendor selling sugar gourds, what else could you have 

come all the way over to him for, apart from buying sugar gourds? 

So, he knew with certainty that this time Su Anshun had come over to definitely try to re-invite the He 

family back into the Su family. 

This was quite in line with what he had expected in his heart. 



This was because ever since the He family had withdrawn from the Su family and fully terminated its 

cooperation with the Su family, he, the eldest son, had been living in a tight spot. 

The He family was already consuming a lot of money to provide for the training of their offspring, not to 

mention the fact that their income was now cut off. 

What was even more ridiculous was that several hundred million dollars had been spent to find Su Ruoli. 

Even though a few hundred million is a lot of money, if you really want to use it to find someone in the 

sea, it's not enough to stuff the sea. 

What is the sea? It's 70% of the earth's surface area! If the United States threw in a carrier fleet, 99% of 

the countries in the world would not be able to find them, let alone a mere Su Ruoli? 
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 In fact, from the very beginning when they wanted to find Su Ruoli, He Yingquan had held an opposing 

view. 

He felt that at that time, the whole world knew that it was Master Su who betrayed Su Ruoli, and the He 

family still had to find Su Ruoli under those circumstances, wasn't it just a clear case of going against 

Master Su? 

The best option would be for the He family to say and do nothing, so that Master Su could clearly see 

what would happen if the He family stood with the Su family at all times and was willing to accept Su 

Ruoli for the sake of the Su family. 

In that case, Master Su will definitely give more benefits to the He family, and Su Ruoli will die with his 

life to give more benefits to the He family. 

It is a pity that Su Ruo Li's sister He Ying Xiu is angry because of her death, but the old man also wants to 

draw a clear line with the He family. 

Now it's a good thing. 

It was a good thing that Su Ruo Li's death could be exchanged for some benefits, but it turned out that 

the benefits were not exchanged, and the He family's own income was completely involved, which in his 

opinion was too irrational. 

Therefore, he is now very eager that the He family can re-establish a cooperative relationship with the 

Su family. 

Just before He ...... 

When Ying Quan was full of expectation, the helicopter had landed smoothly in the courtyard. 

Before the paddles came to a complete stop, Su Anshun jumped out of the helicopter and ran all the 

way towards He Hongsheng with his hand outstretched from a long distance. 



As soon as he arrived, Su Anshun took the initiative to grab He Hongsheng's hand and said respectfully: 

"Old man He, I haven't seen you for many days! 

He Hongsheng can only laugh: "Anshun, long time no see, how are you doing? 

Su Anshun sighed: "Not good, not good at all, without you old man, I can not be well?" 

After saying that, he hurriedly said: "The master specially asked me to greet you, and said that the 

previous incident, he has been extraordinarily guilty, very sorry, originally the master wanted to come 

personally, but it is really a long way, and the master is too old, can not afford to toss and turn, so I had 

no choice but to come on his behalf! 

He Hongsheng could only say with a flattered look: "Oh, what can I do to deserve such attention from 

Master Su? 

He said, hurriedly gestured, said: "Anshun, outside is too cold, move inside to say it!" 

Su ...... 

An Shun nodded repeatedly and sighed, "It's really cold in Desert City, it must be minus twenty degrees, 

right?" 

He Hongsheng said indifferently, "The lowest temperature tonight is minus 35 degrees." 

"That's too scary, let's talk inside or I'll be freezing in a few minutes", said Su Anshun, grinning. 

He Hongsheng took a step ahead of him and led him to the main hall. 

As soon as Su Anshun entered the main hall, he couldn't help but ask, "Old man He, why is it still so cold 

in this house? 

He Hongsheng smiled and said: "The He family practices a special gongfu method, the lower the 

temperature the better, that's why we came to Desert City, there is a little heating in the main hall, 

that's why the temperature stays above zero degrees, the water doesn't freeze. 

Holy sh*t. 

Su Anshun scowled and said, "It's a good thing I'm not a member of your family, otherwise I would have 

frozen to death! 
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 He Hongsheng smiled faintly and said to He Yingquan, who was following him, "Yingquan, go and bring 

a pot of charcoal fire to Anshun, and have someone turn up the heat. 

He Yingquan said, "Yes, father." 

Su Anshun was busy smiling and echoing the words, "Yingquan, you've worked hard! 



He Yingquan was not as senior as his father, so he was still very respectful to Su Anshun, he bowed 

slightly and said respectfully, "There is no need to be so polite, Steward Su, you wait for a moment, I will 

be right there." 

He Hong Sheng invited Su An Shun to sit on the cold wooden chair, he just sat down, but he couldn't 

help it, he stood up again and said: "Aiya He Lao, I'd better wait for the charcoal fire to come, it's too 

cold, I can't stand it! 

He Hongsheng nodded and said, "It's our fault for not being very hospitable." 

Su Anshun was busy waving his hands: 

"No, no. 

It's my fault for coming here at night, it's too presumptuous." 

He Hongsheng didn't continue to be polite with him and asked, 'Anshun, I wonder what Master Su has 

asked you to come here for this time?" 

Su Anshun said busily, "Elder He, it's like this, the master is really guilty and ashamed about the matter 

of Ruo Li, he knows that you must be angry with him in your heart, so he sent me over to see you and 

asked me to convey his ...... 

I apologize to you and to the He family, and I hope that we can turn our differences into peace with you. 

He Hongsheng laughed dryly and said, "Anshun, please also go back and tell Master Su, Ruo Li's surname 

is Su after all, although it was my He family that raised her, but the day she was sent back to the Su 

family, it was like returning her to the Su family, Master Su decided to sacrifice her for the sake of the Su 

family, this kind of thing although I am Ruo Li's grandfather, but I am also an outsider, so Master Su does 

not need to apologize to me. " 

He Hongsheng did not say this from the bottom of his heart. 

He actually loved Su Ruoli very much. 

Su Chengfeng had betrayed Su Ruoli, and he also had great resentment in his heart. 

However, he knew that he was too far from the Su family, and if he said that he held a grudge against 

the He family in front of Su Anshun today, it would undoubtedly be turning the Su family into enemies. 

Therefore, he deliberately used this kind of rhetoric that Su Ruoli was a member of the Su family and he 

was an outsider, so that on the one hand, he could not directly offend the Su family on this topic, and on 

the other hand, he could also subtly express his dissatisfaction with the Su family. 

After all, a person who can even sacrifice his own granddaughter is nothing worthy of his He 

Hongsheng's continued friendship, so it is best to just go your own way in the future, and no one should 

bother each other anymore. 

Su Anshun like a human being, which can not hear the meaning of He Hongsheng's words. ...... 

But he still spoke very wisely: "You are right, Elder He, since Su Ruoli is the young master's illegitimate 

daughter, she is definitely the Su family bloodline, but even so, the old master he still feels a lot of guilt 



towards you and the He family, after all, half of the bloodline flowing in Su Ruoli's body is from the He 

family 

He Hongsheng was a little annoyed, he found that Su Anshun was always unwilling to move the topic 

away from Su Ruoli. 

In fact, he already didn't want to break up with the Su family on this topic, so why did he still hold on to 

it? 

When he was puzzled, Su Anshun opened his mouth and said: "Elder He, in fact, what the master means 

is that the He family and the Su family are not just ordinary master and servant relations, after all, the 

He family has bred a bloodline for the Su family, the master is therefore deeply guilty and also very 

much hopes to be able to give the He family a certain amount of compensation for this matter. 

While talking, He Hongsheng's eldest son, He Yingquan, came in carrying an iron charcoal fire pit. 

Hearing this, he was overjoyed and placed the fire pit in front of Su Anshun while waiting for Su 

Anshun's next words with uncontrollable surprise. 

He wanted to know what exactly the Su family lord was willing to give to the He family to make amends. 

At that moment, Su Anshun poked his hand into his inner pocket, took out a check, handed it to He 

Hongsheng and said: "Elder He, this is a cash check for one billion, which the master entrusted me to 

bring to you. 
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 "A billion? ! 

Once this cheque was brought out, He Yingquan, who was at the side, was first stunned. 

This amount was, indeed, a bit frightening. 

It was as much as the entire He family's salary for two years before. 

Moreover, now that the He family was at a time when they were most short of money, this billion was 

simply too much for He Yingquan to bear. 

He Hongsheng was also stunned by this amount. 

Master Su had given a billion in cash with a wave of his hand, which was indeed something he had not 

expected. 

However, he also knew very well in his heart that the Su family's money, how could it be so easy to get? 

One could think with one's toenails that the money was by no means given for nothing. 

So, he did not take the cheque, but asked, "Anshun, I wonder what is the purpose of Master Su asking 

you to bring this cheque?" 



Su Anshun said seriously, "Master He said that he had a lot of guilt towards the He family and wished to 

make some compensation to the He family, in addition, he also wished to have the opportunity to 

continue the previous cooperation with the He family, so his old man specially explained to me and 

asked me to convey to you that if the He family was willing to resume cooperation with the Su family, 

the annual compensation would be directly increased to two billion, and if the It doesn't matter if the He 

family is unwilling, this one billion is considered as his compensation to the He family!" 

He Hongsheng was instantly a little appalled. 

He had expected that the Su family would definitely want to continue to cooperate with the He family, 

but he did not expect that Elder Su would almost quadruple his previous price as soon as he opened his 

account. 

Two billion in cash a year, what concept was that? 

Based on a P/E ratio of twenty times, a market cap of forty billion . Listed company, the profit at the end 

of a year is only two billion. 

In contrast, in the domestic stock market, most companies have a P/E ratio of over fifty times. 

That is to say, many group companies with a market capitalisation of 100 billion, with thousands and 

thousands of people working all day long, will only make a profit of two billion a year. 

And as long as the He family returned to the embrace of the Su family, then immediately they would be 

able to get an annual payout of two billion, which was like a golden brick falling from the sky! 

For a moment, He Hongsheng's jaw dropped, while He Yingquan, who was on the side, had long been 

excited beyond belief! 

He felt that this was a wonderful opportunity that the He family had never dared to dream of, and as 

long as they seized this opportunity, the He family would certainly be able to soar to great heights. 

With this lucrative income, the He family in the future might be able to become the number one ranked 

martial arts family in the country! 

As for himself, he would also be destined to become the next -term family head of the number one 

martial arts family in the country! 

Since then, himself and He ...... 

Home, all can soar to great heights! 

He Hongsheng was also more or less moved. 

Although he knew that his daughter, He Yingxiu, had gone to Jinling to meet the young master of the Ye 

family, and thought that the Ye family must also want to start cooperation with the He family, he 

believed that the Ye family would certainly not be able to offer such a high price to the He family. 

This was two billion a year! 

At this . moment he realised that, in fact, many times, one's bottom line was subject to change. 



There were times when one thought one's bottom line was very clear and resolute, and that was 

because one had simply not encountered a strong enough temptation. 

Once this temptation exceeds one's psychological expectations, or even gives oneself a direct and 

devastating super shock, any bottom line will be gone in this moment. 

Admittedly, the Su family's abandonment of Su Ruoli and even betrayal of Su Ruoli had indeed made He 

Hongsheng furious. 

That kind of anger was like a boundless forest fire, burning so brightly that it was impossible to 

extinguish it with ordinary power. 

However, once he heard the price of two billion dollars, the anger in his heart seemed to have been 

instantly quelled. 

It was as if a tsunami had come out of nowhere, sweeping away the forest that was burning just a 

moment ago with great speed and energy. 
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 So what if the forest fires are fierce? 

A tsunami is enough to submerge an entire forest, let alone a forest fire. 

This, then, is the bottom line of the debacle. 

Su Anshun did not speak again for half a day. 

His eyes, like a falcon's, had been keenly observing the father and son in front of him, taking note of all 

their facial changes, eye changes and even their movements. 

Reading people's words is Su Anshun's greatest skill. 

Having been by Master Su's side for so many years, his eyes were almost more accurate than a lie 

detector. 

He was able to clearly and firmly determine that the father and son in front of him had moved on. 

This caused him to finally breathe a sigh of relief as well. 

Secretly, he thought: "His Lordship was still worried that two billion would not move the He family, but it 

seems that this He family's psychological price is not at all as high as His Lordship expected, two billion 

seems to be a bit too much to give, if I were to start talking from one billion, a few tug-of-war back and 

forth repeatedly, I would definitely be able to deal with the He family within one and a half billion! It's a 

pity that I lost at least 500 million for nothing, and if the price continues at this level, 2 billion a year will 

be 200 million in ten years, which means that it will cost me at least 50 million more in ten years. 

However, on second thought:But, right now the Su family is in great crisis and the old man himself ...... 



The safety of the family has become a problem, and it is really not the time to bargain, hurry up and get 

the He family over, and protect the old man's safety is the most important thing, the old man must also 

have his own planning, this price, at most, will give the He family to maintain a year or two, once the 

crisis is lifted, the old man will definitely not continue to use such a high price to support the He family. 

Thinking of this, Su Anshun's heart was somewhat relieved. 

Then, he opened his mouth and asked He Hongsheng, "Elder He, I wonder what you think?" 

He Hongsheng felt a dryness in his throat and swallowed his saliva before saying, "I didn't expect that 

Master Su would think so highly of him. 

Su Anshun laughed and said, "Of course, our master has valued the He family for more than a day or 

two. 

He said, Su Anshun waved his hand and laughed: ''Elder He, let's not talk about these falsehoods, I have 

just conveyed all the words of the master to you, you are the head of the He family, whether the He 

family is willing to accept the invitation of the master, you have to give me a clear answer ah. 

He Hongsheng nodded as he calmly analysed the pros and cons of this matter for the He family to say 

yes, or not to say yes. 

If he said yes, the benefits would be too many to count. 

By rejoining the Su family and having sufficient money, he would be able to provide the various 

resources needed to cultivate the martial arts dao for the He family's descendants at any cost and 

regardless of the cost. 

Perhaps in a few years' time, the He family would be able to produce a group of outstanding geniuses 

like Su Ruoli. 

This would be of great significance to the He Family. 

This was because once the overall strength of the younger generation had improved significantly, then 

the entire He family would be able to quickly pull ahead of its rivals. 

The Ho Family has been in existence for hundreds of years, and the greatest dream of every head of the 

family has been for the Ho Family to reach the top of the martial arts family in China. 

To reach the top means to see all the mountains. 

It is no longer one of the Eight Great Families, one of the Four Great Families, or one of the Three Great 

Families. 

Rather, it was the biggest and strongest one! 

No more one of them! 

This, then, was the benefit of promising the Su Family. 

Conversely, what were the disadvantages of agreeing to the Su Family? 



When He Hongsheng thought about it, it seemed that apart from feeling uncomfortable in his heart, 

feeling sorry for his daughter He Yingxiu and his granddaughter Su Ruoli, there was nothing left. 

There is really nothing else. 

On the one hand was the hundred-year plan of the He family, and on the other was the disappointment 

of his daughter and granddaughter. 

As soon as the scales were tipped, there was already a world of difference. 

Suddenly, He Hongsheng felt that he did not need to hesitate any longer on such issues. 

Why hesitate any longer? 
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 At the side, He Yingquan, seeing that his father had not opened his mouth in response to Su Anshun's 

question, was sweating profusely. 

What he was most worried about now was his father, in case his brain short-circuited and he said no to 

Su Anshun, it would really be a dog's fault. 

So, he hurriedly spoke up, "Dad! Master Su is so sincere in inviting us back, and he even had 

Housekeeper Su come all the way over to personally invite us, what else do we have to hesitate about?" 

He Hongsheng said to himself, "I didn't fucking hesitate, I already had it in mind, I just didn't know how 

to say it ......" 

But on second thought, it was a good idea for his son to take this up, as it added another layer of steps 

between himself and Su Anshun. 

Originally, he did not know how to open up, also think, just so directly agreed to, more or less appear to 

see the money. 

Although after seeing money, one's eyes are really open, but no one wants to put such a label on it. 

Since his son had asked for it first, it was like he had put on the hat of being open-minded to money first. 

This would also make it easier for him to use the slope to get off. 

So he nodded solemnly and said, "Housekeeper Su, Yingquan is right, Su Lao ...... 

Master is indeed very sincere this time, and it is really not good for someone He to refuse again ......" 

Su Anshun's heart was overjoyed and he busily said, "Then this means that you have agreed, Elder He?" 

He Hongsheng nodded gently, "Yes, I promise!" 

"Excellent!" Su Anshun slapped his thigh and said happily, "If the master knew this news, he would be 

very happy!" 



He Yingquan was also excited and said excitedly, "Dad, since you've agreed to return to the Su family, 

should we set up a follow-up process with Su's housekeeper? For example, when to go over, how to pay 

for the back payments and so on." 

Su Anshun hurriedly said, "Yingquan, since Elder He has already agreed, then I think it is better for us to 

do it sooner rather than later, I will report to the Master right away and ask the Master to arrange for a 

plane and a bus, then Elder He will hurry to inform the whole He family, pack all the luggage overnight, 

early tomorrow morning, when the bus arrives, we will take the bus to the airport together and fly to 

Suhang on a special plane then. " 

"To Suhang?" He Hongsheng asked with some surprise, "Isn't it to Yanjing?" 

Su Anshun said, "It's just that the first month of the year has passed, the weather in the south is 

warming up and the flowers are blooming, so your lordship will move ...... 

To stay in Suhang for some days temporarily, so let's go to Suhang to meet up with Master as well." 

He Hongsheng didn't think much about it and nodded gently. 

However, he did not expect that the Su family's request would be so hasty, as they had to pack their 

bags overnight and leave early tomorrow morning. 

He Yingquan hurriedly asked with a smile, "Butler Su, I wonder what Master Su is planning to do with 

the remaining one billion?" 

Su Anshun smiled and said, "Master has said that if the He family is willing to continue to cooperate with 

the Su family, then the first time the He family arrives in Suhang, we will arrange for the contract to be 

signed, and the remaining one billion yuan will be paid at the first time after the contract is signed. 

"Gee, that's great!" 

He Yingquan was inwardly thrilled to the core. 

Two billion a year was already a lot. 

If it was a one-off payment, it would have been even more impressive. 

If it was paid monthly, it would invariably lose a lot of interest. 

Putting two billion into the bank and having the bank's fund manager casually manipulate it, the return 

rate for one year could be over 10%, which is two billion 
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 He Hongsheng could also do the math and was naturally happier in his heart, so he said cheerfully, 

"Anshun, in that case, let's each make our own preparations, I'll inform the whole family to pack their 

luggage, you report back to Master Su about the situation here, and then arrange for the bus and 

plane." 



"Good!" Su Anshun said excitedly, "In that case, please also ask Master He to prepare a room for me, I 

will go back to my room to coordinate these matters." 

He Hongsheng nodded and said to He Yingquan, "Yingquan, you come and arrange it for Housekeeper 

Su!" 

He Yingquan quickly smiled and said, "No problem, no problem! Housekeeper Su, please come with 

me!" 

Su Anshun said, "Yingquan, you must arrange a warm room for me, it's too cold for me ......" 

He Yingquan smiled and said, "Don't worry, only those who practice kung fu in the He family sleep in 

unheated rooms, the rest are all heated, it's nearly 30 degrees in the house, you can wear short 

sleeves!" 

"That's great!" Su Anshun wrapped up his heavy down jacket and said offhandedly, "Take me there 

quickly, my face is cracking from this baking fire" 

He Yingquan was busy making a gesture of invitation and said, "Housekeeper Su, this way please!" 

Su Anshun stood up and said to He Hongsheng: "He Lao, in that case, then I will go there with Yingquan, 

besides, this Desert City is too far away, and the traffic is not convenient, I estimate that it will take 

several hours to coordinate the plane and bus, now it is almost twelve o'clock, we tentatively set to 

leave tomorrow morning at ten o'clock, what do you think? " 

He Hongsheng nodded without hesitation, "No problem, tomorrow at ten, on time!" 

Su Anshun smiled and cupped his fist, saying, "Elder He, then I'll leave first!" 

After saying that, he followed He Yingquan to the guest room. 

When He Hongsheng was left by himself, he suddenly froze up all by himself. 

He thought of his daughter, He Yingxiu, and felt more than a little intolerant and guilty in his heart. 

He knew that he could not give up the opportunity for the He family to soar to great heights just 

because he was concerned about his daughter's thoughts. 

That was why he did not hesitate to agree to the Su family's request for cooperation. 

Now, his only worry is that he doesn't know how to open up to He Yingxiu, and if He Yingxiu knows, will 

he therefore complain since Himself. 

Thinking of this, he couldn't help but feel, "Ying Xiu regards Ruo Li as more important than herself, if I go 

back to work with the Su family, I think this matter, she will definitely not forgive me ......" 

"However, the Su family this two billion in hand, then also can give Yingxiu another amount of money, 

so that she can continue to look for Ruo Li, this way, it is also a solution." 

"At that time, Ying Xiu can not need to go to the Su family, just take the Su family's money and continue 

to search for Ruo Li outside, even if she can never find Ruo Li, let her keep searching like this, she can 

still have a thought for herself ......" 



A thought to this, his heart slightly relieved a little bit. 

The time was a little late, but for a practiced man like He Yingxiu, it was nothing. 

So he took out his mobile phone and gave He Yingxiu a call. 

He felt that some things should be made clear in advance. 

If he told He Yingxiu tomorrow after the whole family had gone to Suhang, then her resentment towards 

him would definitely be deeper. 

A step of moving and reasoning first, paired with the promise of money, might make her understand 

herself and accept her arrangement! 
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At this moment, He Yingxiu was not resting. 

She and her daughter were lying on the bed at the Buckingham Palace Hotel in Jinling and had been 

chatting non-stop. 

He Yingxiu was in an extremely good mood at the moment. 

This was something that had not been seen in so many years. 

Today was simply more unexpected to her than a blessing from heaven or a bodhisattva. 

Her daughter was still alive, her cultivation had made a huge breakthrough, and she had even leapt to 

become the first person in the He family in a hundred years. 

Even herself, a disabled person, had followed suit and received a great opportunity. 

Moreover, Ye Chen had promised to give the He family five pills a year as well as 100 million RMB, which 

was definitely the rarest and most precious opportunity for the He family in hundreds of years. 

Originally, she couldn't wait to rush back to tell her father what had happened. 

But, after all, with her daughter this ...... 

It had been so long since she had seen her, it was almost as if she had experienced a parting of life and 

death. 

Therefore, she planned to stay in Jinling tonight to keep Ruo Li company, and then return to Desert City 

in the morning. 

After all, mother and daughter had too many heartfelt words to say before. 

At this moment, Su Ruoli was describing in graphic detail to her mother what had happened when Ye 

Chen had saved her at sea. 



He Yingxiu looked at her daughter's girl-like expression of excitement and could not help but feel in her 

heart: "This Ye Chen, who could turn her previously unsmiling and cold daughter into this cheerful and 

blushing young girl, has a charm that is unimaginable ...... " 

"However, this is good for Ruoli, she was too cold before, and in the Su family was trained to be a cold-

blooded killer, completely reduced to a killing machine, to see her back to a normal girl should be like, I 

am a mother's heart also ...... 

Much more comforting ......" 

Just then, He Yingxiu's mobile phone suddenly rang. 

She smiled and said to Su Ruoli, "Ruoli, hand mum's phone to mum." 

Su Ruoli hurriedly reached out, peeled off the charging phone from the bedside table, looked down and 

saw that the name of the caller read Father, and was immediately surprised, "Mom, it's Grandpa 

calling!" 

"Is that so?" He Yingxiu hurriedly said, "Your grandfather must have something important to call so late, 

give it to me quickly." 

Su Ruoli nodded and reminded, "Mom, don't forget that we promised Mr. Ye not to reveal my situation 

to the public, so you must not let slip later!" 

He Yingxiu solemnly said, "Don't worry, mum has it in her heart, don't say anything yet." 

After saying that, she picked up the phone and asked, "Dad, what's the matter with you calling so late? 
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 He Hongsheng said with some embarrassment, "Yingxiu ah ...... there is something that dad has to tell 

you, don't be angry after you hear it." 

He Yingxiu was busy saying, "Dad, you can talk." 

He Hongsheng coughed twice and said, "Cough ...... is this ...... tonight, Su Anshun suddenly came to 

Desert City ...... " 

"Su Anshun?!" He Yingxiu instantly frowned and asked, "What did he go to Desert City for?!"  

He Hongsheng said, "It's like this, Master Su asked him to come over in the hope of putting aside the bad 

blood and re-cooperating with the He family ......" 

"Re-cooperate?!" He Yingxiu immediately exploded and said angrily, "Dad! Su Chengfeng harmed Ruo Li, 

who is not only your granddaughter, but also his own granddaughter! This kind of person has no kinship 

or human feelings in his eyes at all, the He family can't have anything to do with him anymore!" 

He Hongsheng sighed and said helplessly, "Yingxiu, you understand what you've said. To be honest, Dad 

also hates Su Chengfeng as much as you do, and even hates to kill him, but what's the use of that? We 



have no way to fight with the Su family, which you also knew a long time ago, because of this, when Ruo 

Li had an accident, we chose to leave the Su family, but did not choose to go to the Su family 

accountability, in the end, or the power disparity is too big ......" 

He Yingxiu said angrily: "The strength gap is too big I admit, I also never thought that I want the He 

family to go against the Su family, let the He family to avenge Ruo Li, so when the initial separation from 

the Su family, the matter of Ruo Li endured, I a People are also accepting ......" 

Speaking of this, He Yingxiu took off again, "What I can't accept is that you have now decided to go back 

to work with the Su family again, isn't this like seeking skin with a tiger?!" 

He Hongsheng sighed, "Yingxiu! The price offered by the Su family this time is really too much for me to 

refuse, I not only have to think about you and Ruo Li, I also have to think about the entire He family, the 

He family is now struggling, our family of more than a hundred people, the old, the weak, women and 

children account for half, those who practice martial arts account for half, among these hundred people, 

there is not a single one who can make money, any one of them, is a mouth waiting to be fed!" 

"Recently, the entire He family has been cutting back on expenses, the cost of living for the elderly and 

children has been greatly reduced, and the rationing of medicinal materials for cultivators has been cut 

by half. The foundation left behind by our ancestors will be ruined in my hands!" 

But now, the Su family is willing to continue to cooperate with the He family at a price of two billion 

dollars a year. With this two billion dollars, the current situation of the He family will be completely 

improved in one step, and even improved to an unprecedented new height. 

clan, revitalizing the He family, is just around the corner!" 

Hearing this, He Yingxiu could not help but sigh and said, "Dad ...... the so-called eight martial arts 

families in the country, the four largest martial arts families or even the largest martial arts family, these 

names are all false and have no real meaning ......" 

"What?!" He Hongsheng said with a bit of huffing and puffing, "Yingxiu! Our He family's ancestors have 

put in a lot of effort to push the He family to the status of the nation's top four martial arts families, and 

you're saying that these don't have any real meaning? Are you ashamed of your ancestors?" 

He Yingxiu said seriously, "Dad, before today, like you, I thought that the He family's becoming one of 

the four major martial arts families in the country was far-reaching and precious, but today I completely 

understand that we are just frogs at the bottom of the well." 

Speaking at this point, He Yingxiu paused and added, "Dad, can you believe that there is someone in this 

world who can directly open up a person's Ren Chakra to the Da Cheng realm with their own strength?" 

He Hongsheng blurted out, "Isn't that a fantasy? There is no shortage of masters among the old 

ancestors of the He family, but who can really achieve the realm of Great Success of the Ren Chakra? It's 

just an ideal state, like being immortal, but it's just a thought!" 

He Yingxiu sighed, "That's why I said, we are frogs at the bottom of the well, we always think that the 

martial path is very powerful, we think that the four major martial arts families in the country are very 

high in gold, but in front of the real masters, even if we count the whole He family, we may not be able 

to defeat one of them, we may not be able to block one of their moves ......" 



 


